CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents the conclusion of the study. The conclusions are based on the results of the study which were discussed in the previous chapter. It also presents some suggestions related to the implementation of Make A Match strategy in the class. The suggestions are recommended to the English teacher and the next researchers who want to conduct the research area in improving English vocabulary mastery.

5.1 Conclusion

Based on some activities that have been given to the students related to the implementation of Make A Match strategy, so it can be concluded that:

1. The effective steps in applying Make A Match strategy is; as the starter, activating students’ background knowledge by ask question which related to the material before doing the activity, giving explanation to the students, divided the students into two groups, give cards for them and opportunity to all of students to find their partner, present their finding and individually finished their worksheet. Before closed the meeting, teacher should be able to reviewing the material.

2. The implementation of Make A Match strategy can help students in improving their vocabulary mastery. It can be shown from their score in evaluation test.
5.2 Suggestion

There are some suggestions related to the implementation of Make A Match strategy as follows:

5.2.1 For the Teacher

It is important for the teacher to find, to create, to choose innovative and interesting method in teaching and learning process, to improve students’ in language skills. In this case, the teacher can apply Make A Match strategy as a choice in improving student’s vocabulary mastery. Besides that, Make A Match strategy can be used as often as possible to improve students’ vocabulary mastery and create a communicative class environment.

5.2.2 For the next researcher

Make A Match is very effective strategy which is used in improving student’s vocabulary mastery. In this case, if the next researcher wants to apply this strategy, the next researcher suggests finding another variation or modification of this technique in order to get more variations or enrich variation of this technique. And also, next researcher has to arrange time allotment well.